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Polykala’s culture and conduct training enables participants to take safe and constructive 
action against inappropriate behaviour in the workplace. Our training promotes workplace 
cultures of decentralised social leadership, whereby staff (irrespective of position) are 
supported to stand up for a fair and inclusive professional environment. This is built on the 
principles of adaptive leadership, where leadership is viewed as a practice that mobilises 
people and systems to tackle tough challenges and thrive.

Too often social leadership, whether in the form of starting difficult conversations or holding 
people to account, is left to people affected by misconduct or a failure of values itself. We 
can do much better. If all of us take responsibility for upholding inclusive and respectful 
social standards then, more of us can develop a sense of belonging. It can also unlock 
enormous workplace gains in productivity. Being an active participant in the creation of 
workplace culture requires reflectivity, emotional intelligence and courage. Making a 
difference is all of our business. 

Our Culture & Conduct training can been tailored according to your context. We have 
delivered extensively across Victoria with LGAs tackling gender-based misconduct, with 
top-tier professional services firms across Australia, and a range of universities. Each context 
calls for a customised approach because each culture is configured differently.

The training begins by exploring the dynamics of change and its consequences for 
organisational values and behaviour. Participants contend with what’s critical, negotiable 
and aspirational about their workplace culture. We then introduce diversity as a concept 
subject to the intersecting dynamics of power, privilege and preference before focussing 
specifically on the sources of misconduct and the values that underpin them. We then 
reflect on which behaviours participants perceive as ‘okay’ and ‘not okay’ within the 
organisation with a view to explore viewpoint diversity and build empathy.

We finally offer a set of tools and behavioural frameworks to overcome barriers that might 
prevent tackling misconduct and thus change workplace norms. We do this using 
group-work and dynamic role play where participants learn and apply concepts in 
real-time.
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
P    O   L   Y   K   A   L   A          T   R   A   I   N   I   N   G

1. We do not tell people what to think. We instead offer opportunities for 
participants to reflect on their own values and conditioning and how it 
impacts their sense making. Our job is to facilitate insights in people’s 
consciousness that can spark cultural change.

2. We create a learning environment where the fear of ‘getting it wrong’ is 
lowered, where people can be constructively vulnerable and learn from 
each other’s lived experiences. We do this through experiential learning 
modes including interactive roleplay and evocative thought experiments.

3. Diversity ought not be delivered in isolation or as a tick-box exercise. 
This can lead to perverse outcomes. Leaving attitudes, beliefs and ‘the ways 
things have always been done’ unchecked, misses an opportunity for 
systemic change.

4. We encourage bystander action. Inclusion means that those not directly 
involved or affected by poor conduct, need to step up and show moral 
courage. When men stand up for women’s rights or when ethnic majorities 
stand up for minorities that’s when authentic inclusion takes root i.e “it’s not 
just ‘your’ problem, it’s our collective responsibility.”

5. We invite participants to treat inclusion as a feature of leadership. We 
see leadership as a verb, something people can do, both on an interpersonal 
and systemic scale, to effect lasting change. 

6. We believe organisations can develop adaptive, learning cultures if they 
practice conscious conflict, tackle the ‘elephants in the room’ and address 
unspoken norms. 

"We engaged Polykala to deliver training to staff 
across the organisation with the goal of positive 
culture change.  Polykala have spent extensive 
time with us developing a bespoke program that 
is so much more than ‘training’. They are running 
workshops that engage our staff, developing 
new language and capabilities in workplace 
relationships."

Nicole Josef - 
Team Leader, Organisational Development 
City of Greater Dandenong
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KEY INFORMATION
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KEY OUTCOMES DETAILS

TOPICS COVERED

● Delivery mode: Online

● Workshop length: Half day / Full day

● 2 expert facilitators

● 10-25 participants

● Participant evaluation

1. Align workplace behaviour with values and codes of conduct.

2. Learn and gain perspective through conversation with peers.

3. Be able to engage in ‘difficult conversations’ with greater 

effectiveness.

4. Build connections and deepen authentic relationships 

between team members.

● Demographic and viewpoint diversity

● Unconscious bias

● Direct & indirect intervention techniques

● Barriers to effective bystander action
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DR ANANTH GOPAL TOM HENDERSONCHYONNE 
KRELTSZHEIM LINA PATEL

Ananth holds a PhD in Human 
Geography specialising in 
cultural adaptation. He has an 
extensive track record advising, 
training and coaching 
organisations through 
adaptive change. Ananth is an 
associate artist at Melbourne 
Playback Theatre Company. 

He was trained by Marty Linksy 
and Ron Heifetz at Harvard 
Kennedy School in the 
Adaptive Leadership approach. 
Ananth holds a Cert IV in adult 
education (TAE), BA (Hons) and 
a Diploma in Spanish 
language.

Chyonne is a facilitator, coach 
and lawyer with over 16 years’ 
experience working with 
organisations across 
Australasia. Chyonne is an 
expert negotiator having 
completed the Advanced 
Negotiation training at 
Harvard’s Negotiation 
Institute. She blends 
conceptual frameworks to 
help clients get a handle on 
their challenges and make a 
difference. She holds an LLB 
(Hons), a BSc and a Graduate 
Diploma in Ontological 
Coaching.

Tom has a background in 
journalism and politics. He has 
trained at the Harvard 
Kennedy School with Marty 
Linsky and Ron Heifetz and 
holds an Advanced Diploma of 
Facilitation from the 
Groupwork Institute. His work 
with Polykala has included 
supporting the renegotiation 
of the Regional Forestry 
Agreements; delivering 
adaptive leadership training to 
LGAs in Victoria and the 
Northern Territory and a range 
of Universities and NFPs. He 
holds a BA and is pursuing 
graduate study in Psychology.

Lina has 20+ years experience 
working across all tiers of 
government; a variety of 
industry sectors; and in a 
range of operational functions. 
She was a facilitator at the 
Centre for Sustainability 
Leadership and has designed 
and delivered a range of 
workshops and retreats for a 
variety of community groups, 
government and private 
sector organisations. Her 
mission is to alleviate needless 
workplace suffering and bring 
more kindness into the world, 
one team at a time.

POLYKALA 
TEAM
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Polykala  specialise in working with the government, education, for-purpose and not-for-profit sectors.   

Some of our clients include:

OUR CLIENTS
P    O   L   Y   K   A   L   A          T   R   A   I   N   I   N   G
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Middleton Group is Melbourne-based engineering firm 

with a focus on renewable energy and infrastructure 

projects. The organisation has a commitment to 

diversify its workforce and it grows from a small 

business to mid-tier engineering firm. Middleton Group 

engaged Polykala to facilitate a series of workshops 

designed to engender diversity within the DNA of the 

organisation as a pre-cursor to attracting and 

employing staff from a range of backgrounds. The aim 

of the sessions was to remain relevant and at the 

cutting edge of a competitive industry.

MIDDLETON GROUP

Polykala has been engaged by Knox City Council to 

deliver a organisation-wide training program to all staff 

at the organisation. The training will have a specific 

focus on gender equity within the organisation and 

will follow the process of beginning with the executive 

management team and people managers before 

training general staff. The aim of the training suite is to 

shift the culture of the organisation to more 

adequately address instances of discrimination and 

poor behaviour through education, conversation and 

practice.

KNOX CITY COUNCIL

The City of Greater Dandenong has partnered with 

Polykala  to roll out Appropriate Workplace Behaviour 

and Active Bystander training for the entire council 

workforce (960 people). The training is part of the 

council’s commitment to running culture and conduct 

training every 3 years, while responding to the 

recommendation of the 2021 VAGO report. Polykala 

custom-designed versions of the  training for the 

different sections of the Greater Dandenong workforce 

for their specific needs.. The training has been delivered 

remotely throughout 2021/22.

CITY OF GREATER
DANDENONG

CASE STUDIES
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WANT TO WORK WITH US?

Get in touch

info@polykala.com

polykala.com

mailto:info@polykala.com

